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Introduction 
 

Motivation 
• TC landfalls over the Mid-
Atlantic are very rare (Fig. 1).  
When these events do occur, the 
resulting consequences could be 
devastating.  A recent example is 
Hurricane Sandy (2012).  
• We have utilized Minerva 
hindcasts as “extensions” of the 
observational record to compile 
statistics of these rare events.  
• Are Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls 
predictable in Minerva?  Does 
predictability depend on model 
resolution? 
 

OBS	(1851-2016):	
21	landfalls	

Only	6	landfalls	during	1980-2016	
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Fig. 1. TC landfalls over the Mid-Atlantic (the 
coastline is shown in red in the inset). 

Basic statistics of Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls in OBS and Minerva1 

IBTrACS v03r07 
T1279 

(510 seas.) 
T639 

(510 seas.) 

T319 
15 ens. 

(495 seas.) 
51 ens. 

(1,683 seas.) 
1851-2016 
(166 seas.) 

1900-2016 
(117 seas.) 

Average rate 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 
Average Return 

Period 8 9 10 11 11 11 
Probability of 

Landfall2 12% 11% 9% 9% 9% 9% 
Probability of 

landfall in the next 
10 seasons 

74% 69% 64% 61% 63% 61% 

1 All results are for the MJJASON season. 
2 Probability of a landfall of one or more TCs based on the Poisson distribution.  Differences 
between the  model and observational values are statistically insignificant. 

Climatology of Mid-Atlantic tropical cyclones landfalls 
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U700	

71%	-	Landfalls	
11%	-	Jul.-Oct.	Clim.	

U700	

80%	-	Landfalls	
12%	-	Jul.-Oct.	Clim.	

LWA	has	been	Introduced	by	Huang	and	Nakamura	

(JAS,	2016)			

LWA	has	been	shown	to	be	an	effective	diagnostic	of	

weather	extremes	at	the	regional	scales,	and	capture	the	

local	wave	amplification	associated	with	the	blocking	

episode	during	Hurricane	Sandy	(2012).		
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Figure 1. Schematics of a quasi-conservative dynamical quantity q associated with idealized midlatitude extreme
weather events. The blue shading denotes cyclonic wave activity to the south of the latitude !e , AS , and red shading
describes anticyclonic wave activity to the north, AN . Blue and red regions have equal areas such that the latitude !e is
the equivalent latitude after an area-conserving adjustment of the Q contour to a zonally symmetric state. (a) Green
arrows indicate the paths along which the eddy term q̂ ≡ q − Q is integrated for the LWA at (#,!e). (b) Orange arrows
depict the eddy fluxes producing the meridional areal displacement in the Q contour.

Here northern/southern refers to the location relative to the equivalent latitude. Both AS and AN include the
q̂ = 0 line to avoid any missing value for either AS or AN when q̂ = 0 at a longitude. For the typical midlatitude
westerly jet in the NH, the northward excursion of the jet stream indicates an anomalous anticyclonic circu-
lation, and the southward meandering corresponds to an anomalous cyclonic circulation. By construction,
AS ≤ 0 in the NH, describing the cyclonic wave activity residing to the south of the equivalent latitude !e,
and AN ≥ 0, representing the anticyclonic wave activity to the north. In practice, for a latitude !e, we first
find the corresponding contour of q = Q by inverting the monotonic relationship !e(Q) that is defined by
equation (5). The line integral for the southern LWA, defined in equation (6), is computed at the longitude #
by box-counting q̂ = q − Q in the southern grid boxes relative to the latitude !e that satisfy q̂ ≤ 0. Similarly,
the northern LWA is calculated in the northern grid boxes satisfying q̂ ≥ 0.

It follows that the total LWA can be defined as in Huang and Nakamura [2015]

A(#,!e)≡ (q) = AS − AN, (7)

where (X) denotes an eddy operator for a given variable X . Hence, for the NH, A(#,!e)≤ 0, taking the differ-
ence between the negative q̂ (blue in Figure 1) integrated over the southward flow and the integral of positive
q̂ (red) over the northward air flow, and therefore, it naturally measures the waviness of the dynamical field.
Because the blue and red regions have equal areas, the zonally averaged LWA, A(#,!e), is identical to the FAWA
[i.e., Nakamura and Solomon, 2011, equation (4)].

Since Z500 or atmospheric moisture increases with latitude in the Southern Hemisphere (SH), the sign con-
vention would have to be adjusted accordingly in the SH. In the conservative and small-amplitude limit,
equation (4) suggests that the FAWA may be written as A = 0.5a($Q∕$!e)(%!)2, where %!(#) is the meridional
displacement of the Q contour. This shows the sign of LWA depends on that of $Q∕$!e. For a typical merid-
ional height gradient $Z500∕$!e ∼ 80m∕10∘, a meridional shift in Z500 by %! ∼ 15∘latitude implies a change in
wave activity by ΔA ∼ 108m2.

Applying the eddy operator(X) to equation (1), the FAWA is mathematically related to the lateral eddy fluxes
across the latitude !e through the divergence theorem (see Figure 1b and the proof for (v ⋅ ∇q) = v′q′ in
supporting information Text S2) [Nakamura and Zhu, 2010; Chen and Plumb, 2014; Lu et al., 2015]

$A
$t

+ v′q′ = (q̇). (8)

As such, the FAWA differs from an Eulerian quantity (e.g., AE in equation (2)) but is a Lagrangian measurement,
and it links the meandering of atmospheric circulation to eddy fluxes irrespective of the nonlinearity of the
flow. Compared with the Eulerian formula in equation (3), this is an exact balance between the zonally aver-
aged wave activity and eddy flux for pure horizontal advection. While the eddy PV flux may be written as the
divergence of wave activity flux in the linear limit, this cannot be generalized to other dynamical quantities.
Furthermore, LWA gives the longitudinal distribution of FAWA, and the zonal advection of wave activity should
be taken into account for the LWA budget as a function of longitude [see Huang and Nakamura, 2015].

CHEN ET AL. WAVE ACTIVITY AND EXTREME WEATHER 10,954

From	Chen	et	al.	(GRL,	

2015)		

q	–	a	quasi-conservative	dynamic	quantity;	

Q	–	a	given	value	of	q;	
φe(Q)	– equivalent	latitude	after	an	area-conserving	
adjustment	of	the	Q	contour	to	a	zonally	symmetric	state;	

As(λ,	φe)	– southern	LWA,	or	cyclonic	wave	activity	to	the	
south	of	the	latitude	φ

e
;	

AN(λ,	φe)	– northern	LWA,	or	anticyclonic	wave	activity	to	
the	north	of	the	latitude	φ

e
;
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Summary & Conclusions 
 

•  Minerva hindcasts exhibit skill in reproducing climatological 
characteristics of Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls particularly at the 
highest T1279 resolution (16-km grid spacing).  
•  There are large-amplitude quasi-stationary features in the LWA 
and SST anomaly distributions that persist up to a week leading 
to these landfalling events.  
•  A statistical model utilizing indices based on the LWA and SST 
anomalies as predictors is developed.  It shows skill in predicting 
Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls one day (and possibly two days) in 
advance only when applied to T1279 data.  
• Using the LWA Index as a metric may have potential for 
assessing statistics of Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls in longer 
timescale predictions including climate change projections. 
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Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

Composite atmospheric anomalies during 
Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls, T1279 

c) Z500 

a) U700 b) U250 

d) RWB 

How frequent are the dipole (Z500) and 
tripole (U700) patterns during the landfalls? 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 

Local finite-amplitude wave activity (LWA) 
as a diagnostic of Z500 evolution  

Composite	LWA	anom.	at	landfall,	T1279	

Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 

Persistence of LWA anomalies 
leading to Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls 

Composite	N-LWA	anom.,	T1279	 Composite	S-LWA	anom.,	T1279	

Persistence of SST anomalies leading to Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls  
Composite detrended sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies (stat. sign.), T1279 

Landfall	 3-day	lead	 7-day	lead	

(no significant SST anomalies for the T319 model)  

Fig. 9. 

Statistical modeling of Mid-Atlantic TC landfalls 

²  A case of rare events, unbalanced data set. 
²  We use binary quantile regression, which 

utilizes skewed links (higher quantiles) that 
could offer a better fit to unbalanced data. 

1-day lead 

2-day lead 

TC locations 2 days prior to landfalls 

All other TC positions (July-October) 
within outlined limits are used in the 
model as “No Landfall”, or “Zero” events. 

Landfall ~  
LWAI 

Landfall ~ 
 SSTI 

Landfall ~  
LWAI + SSTI 

1-day lead 
T1279 0.66 0.61 0.68 
T319 0.59 - - 

2-day lead 
T1279 0.63 0.60 0.63 
T319 0.58 - - 

Area under the ROC curve (AUC)* 

* K-fold cross-validation is used on the model. 

T1279 

OBS 
T319 

LWA Index (LWAI) = -1.0*(N-LWA1 + N-LWA2 + S-LWA3),  
1 – N-LWA anomalies averaged over Region 1 (see Fig. 8), etc. 
 
SSTA Index (SSTI): SSTAs averaged over the equatorial Atlantic (see Fig. 9.) 
 
LWAI (SSTI) at 1-day lead is LWAI (SSTI) averaged over 1 to 3 days prior to landfall, 
LWAI (SSTI) at 2-day lead is LWAI (SSTI) averaged over 2 to 4 days prior to landfall. 

Fig. 10. 


